
Digital multimeter up to 600 V AC, CAT IV incl. 2x
AAA batteries (45218)
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Order no.: 45218

Article number: SB25541

EAN: 4010995452186

Customs tariff number: 90303100
Increases your efficiency: All relevant measurement functions in a single measuring device.
Makes handling easier: Automatic measuring range setting saves the manual pre-selection.
Simplifies your work: Simplifies storage and relative value measurement and expedites the comparison
of measured values.
Dimensions: 150 x 80 x 45 mm
Application: For multi-functional use in different application locations.
Measuring category: CAT III up to 600 V, CAT IV up to 300 V.
Standard: IP 40. CE and GS certified.
Are you looking for a multimeter that covers the relevant measurement variables needed during the
workday of an electrician? The digital multimeter from Wiha optimally equips you for a wide variety of
measurements. This single tool can be used to make voltage, current, resistance, frequency, capacity,
and temperature measurements. In addition, continuity and diode tests are also possible. A large LCD
display makes the measurement results immediately readable even beyond the measurement process.
An additional signal sound indicates the current flow during the continuity check. Thanks to the
automatic measuring range selection, the manual pre-selection of specific measurement ranges is no
longer required. The relative value measurement offers another advantage. The storage of previous
measurement values and their comparison to future measurement results allows a variety of control
options. According to the measurement categories CAT III up to 600 V and CAT IV up to 300 V, the digital
multimeter from Wiha offers maximum safety for working on building installations and directly on the
sources of low-voltage installations.
EN 61010-1, EN 61010-2-033, EN 61010-031.

Customs tariff number 90303100



Blister pack No

Overall length (mm) 150 mm

Country of origin (ISO
3166-1 Alpha 3)

CHN

Weight PU in grams 640
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